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Abstract

In the last 20 years the use of forest biomass for energy production and sawlog and pulpwood production has increased by 68%, 11% and 31% in Sweden. As Sweden is trying to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2045, the high demand for biomass can also be expected in future. Therefore, a method to project the amount of spatially available biomass assortments for industries was developed. Available amounts of different forest assortments were estimated and visualised in a web-based tool using forest inventory data and nationwide projection analyses of available biomass for 2035–2039. In this interval, the greatest amount of available biomass and roundwood will be in Northern Sweden. Results also indicate that already existing harvesting intensity is very high compared to the available biomass in the future. The industry can expect noticeably more available biomass in the coming 100 year period. With increased competition between large pulp mills and biorefineries, the supply areas can exceed 200 km to satisfy raw material demand. The long distance and high volume supply chain requirements will demand further improvement in transportation solution nationally and cross-border in the Baltic Sea Region.
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1. Introduction

Sweden has a good starting position to meet the aims of the Paris Agreement. The share of renewable energy in gross final consumption surpassed the 2020 goal of 50% already in 2012 (Forsum et al. 2018). The share of supplied energy from biomass alone, which consists mainly of forest biomass, was 26% or 141 TWh in 2018 (Swedish Energy Agency 2019). Sweden’s 2016 Energy Agreement goals are to achieve 100% renewable energy by 2040 and zero net greenhouse gas emissions by 2045 (IRENA 2020, Ministry of Environment 2016).

In 2018, electricity was the most used energy carrier in final energy use in industrial and residential sectors. The final renewable energy use from biomass in these sectors was 39% and 41% (Swedish Energy Agency 2019). The main end users of forest biomass in Sweden are:

⇒ sawmills (roundwood)
⇒ pulp mills (pulpwood)
⇒ combined heat and power (CHP) plants that fuel district heating and electricity production (logging residues, stump wood and/or other by-products).

Increased use of primary forest biomass for heating can substantially reduce the electricity consumption in the residential sector allowing redirecting electricity use in transportation sector and other nonsubstitutional applications. In addition, other industrial players, besides the pulp and paper sector, will seek renewable energy sources to reduce their carbon emission in order to achieve the goals of the 2016 Energy Agreement (Ministry of Environment 2016). Since 2000, biomass use for energy production has increased on average by 3% annually, reaching a 68% increase in total (Swedish Energy Agency 2019). Today most by-product streams of residual biomass (e.g. bark and sawdust) from the forest industry are fully utilised, leaving any further increase of biomass use for energy production on primary forest resources, such as log-
ging residues, stumps and bark. Simultaneously with the increase of biomass use for energy purposes, harvested volumes of sawlogs and pulpwod have also increased annually, reaching an overall increment of 11% and 31%, respectively compared to 2000 (Skogsstyrelsen 2019).

With continuing demand growth for biomass and roundwood, it becomes more important to have a good understanding of future biomass and roundwood availability. Geographical information systems (GIS), national forest inventory data and growth models are widely used to estimate available biomass potentials across the globe at a regional, national and local scale (Noon and Daly 1996, Nord-Larsen and Talbot 2004, Castellano et al. 2009, Rørstad et al. 2010, Yoshioka et al. 2011, Bouchard et al. 2013, Muinonen et al. 2013, Lundmark et al. 2015, Fernandez-Lacruz et al. 2015).

However, while the annual demand of biomass and roundwood has increased, the main focus in the aforementioned studies has been particularly on biomass potentials. Beside estimating the potential harvesting quantities of different biomass assortments, Lundmark et al. (2015) have also estimated the harvesting costs of roundwood assortments, such as sawlogs and pulpwod. Growing demand, overlapping procurement areas and increased transportation distances are the main reasons for increased procurement costs (Viana et al. 2010). There have been several methods applied to address overlapping demand regions for biomass, like allocating harvesting potential by minimising transportation costs (Nord-Larsen and Talbot 2004, Ranta 2005) or by estimating regional balances of supply and demand or by totalling overlapping regions (Goemdt et al. 2013, Sánchez-García et al. 2015, Nivala et al. 2016, Ranta et al. 2012, Emer et al. 2011, Masera et al. 2006). For cost-effective industrial facilities that process forest biomass, it is necessary to have access to regional estimates of raw material supply potentials in order to identify hot spots in their supply areas (Masera et al. 2006).

Nivala et al. (2016) and Anttila et al. (2018) have done detailed regional balance studies of supply and demand of forest chips. And even though there are many other studies estimating future biomass potentials and procurement costs using GIS tools and different growth models, there is a knowledge gap on how to interactively visualise this information and allow different stakeholders to do their own biomass estimations in the regions of interest.

The aim of the present study was to develop a method for illustrating, spatially explicitly, annual projected forest biomass potentials of branches, stumps, bark, pulpwod and sawlogs in Sweden for 2035–2039 and apply the method on estimating potentials in different geographic areas within Sweden.

2. Materials and Methods

The annual projected forest biomass potentials from final fellings and thinnings of five assortments (branches, stumps, bark, pulpwod and sawlogs) were estimated in Sweden for 2035–2039 and represented in a raster map. Potential projections for branches, pulpwod and bark include aggregated values of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) H. Karst.), Silver birch (Betula pendula) and Downy birch (Betula pubescens). Potential projections for stumps and sawlog biomass included only Scots pine and Norway spruce due to environmental restrictions concerning extractions of birk stumps and the low availability of birch sawlogs.

Two readily available datasets were used for creating the raster map:

⇒ A forest map that shows the total forest biomass in the Swedish productive forests in 2015 (https://www.skogsstyrelsen.se/sjalvservice/karttjanster/skogsdataportalen/). This map has been developed through the processing of data from the national laser scanning that is performed annually in Sweden and plot data from test-sites from the Swedish forest inventory. The forest biomass volume (m³/ha above-ground biomass) is reported at a pixel level of 12.5x12.5 metres and is a measure indicating the volume content of stemwood plus logging residues. Therefore, stumps have not been included in our analyses but have been estimated from the available data. Trees that are under 3 m in height, as well as birk forest in mountainous regions, have not been included in the estimation. The development of the forestry map is described by Nilsson et al. (2017)

⇒ The annual county-level projected forest biomass potentials are from the Swedish Nationwide Forestry Scenario Analysis 2015 (NFSA15) (Claesson et al. 2015, Eriksson et al. 2015). The potential projections were made for all National Forestry Inventory (NFI) plots and initialised from the state of the plots observed in 2008–2012, located across Sweden and representing 22.4 million ha of productive forest land. NFSA15 are regularly performed in Sweden, covering all productive forest land (managed as well as protected forests). The NFSA15 simulates, among
others, a common business scenario (BAU) projecting forest development and harvest level, given that today’s management practices will also be applied in the future. The BAU scenario assumes that Swedish silvicultural practices will not change and annual fellings will stay at a level that is regarded as sustainable (harvesting less than annual increment), that environmental legislation will not change, and that climate change will be light. Other scenarios, e.g. alternative forest management practices, are typically also included in NFSAs (Claesson et al. 2015, Eriksson et al. 2015). For the NFSA₁₅ projections of annual maximum sustainable removal countywide (procurement volume) from final fellings and thinnings in Sweden of five forest biomass assortments (branches, stumps, bark, pulpwood and sawlogs) were available for each of a total of 29,892 NFI plots (located across Sweden) for a five-year period from 2010 to 2110.

For the creation of the raster maps, the (BAU) scenario projections for 2035–2039 were used. In each county, each of the 12.5x12.5 m grid cells of the for-
estry map was assigned forest projection data of countywide projected potentials \( (P_{i2035-2039}) \) according to the amount of forest biomass \( (B_{i2015}; \text{m}^3) \) it currently contained related to the current total amount of biomass in the county \( (.) \). The NFSA\(_{15} \) annual countywide projected procurement volumes were expressed as solid cubic metres \( \text{(m}^3) \) under bark \( \text{(sub)} \) for sawlogs and pulpwood, and oven dry tonnes \( \text{(odt)} \) for bark, branches and stumps.

\[
P_{a2035-2039} = \frac{B_{ai2015}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} B_{ai2015}} \times P_{i2035-2039} \tag{1}
\]

Where:

- \( P_{ai} \) biomass potential in grid cell \( a \) in county \( i \)
- \( B_{ai} \) amount of grid cells in county \( i \)

For the final estimations, the \( 12.5 \times 12.5 \text{ m} \) grid cells were aggregated into \( 1 \times 1 \text{ km} \) grid cells and nature protection areas were removed (Fig. 1).

The raster maps were then uploaded into the Forest Energy Atlas web application (https://forest-energy-atlas.luke.fi/).

Three case studies of potential projections for different assortments and geographic areas were performed in order to exemplify the use of the raster maps. The case study areas were selected:

- from the list of predefined regions (municipality, county, province or state) already existing in the Forest Energy Atlas web application; projected forest biomass of each assortment per ha of productive forestland was estimated for each county
- by drawing a circle with user-defined radius; circle-based procurement areas with 50 km, 100 km and 200 km radius were drawn to estimate projected pulpwood potential in \( \text{m}^3 \) \( \text{(sub)} \) around four major pulp mills (Metsä Board Husum, SCA Östrand, Södra Cell Mönsterås, Södra Cell Värö) with a minimum annual pulp production capacity of 700 ktonnes (Fig. 2). For conversion of pulp production capacity in tonnes to the pulpwood demand in cubic metres, a conversion factor of 4.76 \( \text{m}^3 \) \( \text{(sub)} \) per tonne pulp was used (Briggs 1994). The total pulp production capacity of the four selected pulp mills was 3080 ktonnes of pulp.

Additionally, a projection of available biomass of logging residues (branches and tops) was calculated for three potential lignin oil-producing biorefineries integrated into existing pulp/paper mills in Sweden. The branches raster (Raster Map Sweden Branches in Fig. 1) was used for the calculations. The original raster with a pixel size of \( 1 \times 1 \text{ km} \) was aggregated to a raster with a pixel size of \( 10 \times 10 \text{ km} \). The original raster contained the branches without including any ecological restrictions or tree tops (upper stem part below 6 cm in diameter) in the estimates. To correct that and provide an available amount of logging residues that is closer to reality, the treetops were added to the
branch biomass. It was assumed that approximately 8% of the logging residues are composed of tops (Petersson 1999). This quantity was then added to the quantity of the biomass of branches. Further, it was assumed that only 75% of the logging residue biomass (branches and tops) is harvested while the rest remains in the forest and decomposes. This is a more conservative assumption than used in the current Swedish Forestry Act, which recommends a minimum of 20% of the logging residues to be left in the forest. All pixels that had a logging residue density of less than 100 odt per 100 km² were excluded from the data set to simplify the analysis. Three locations for the pulp/paper mills producing lignin oil from logging residues originating from harvesting operations of pulpwood and sawlogs were selected; one in the north close to the City of Umeå (SWEREF 763017, 7074957), one in the middle close to the City of Gävle (SWEREF 624067, 6729681) and one at the south part of Sweden close to the City of Göteborg (SWEREF 329530, 6346115). The assumption is that the production of the lignin oil would be integrated into the pulp mills located close to the shore of Baltic Sea or Kattegat Strait (North Sea) to make transportation of products possible by sea transport.

Available logging residues were calculated within a buffer zone of 75 km around the facilities and all logging residues in the buffer were transported directly to the facilities by trucks. The central point of each 10x10 km pixel was assumed to be the collection point of the logging residues that were produced within each pixel.

3. Results

The projected annual forest biomass (branches, stumps and bark) and roundwood potential in Sweden for 2035–2039 (Table 1) is 17,256,752 odt and 67,523,420 m³ (sub), respectively, of which 30,669,863 m³ (sub) is pulpwood and 36,853,557 m³ (sub) is sawlogs.

Counties in Southern Sweden (Götaland) have the lowest amount of productive forest land (4,810,000 ha), but have the second-highest projected annual biomass and roundwood potential in 2035–2039 (5,061,875 odt and 21,834,868 m³ (sub), respectively) due to higher growth rate (m³/ha a) than the rest of the counties. Counties in Northern Sweden (Norrland) have the highest amount of productive forestland (13,470,000 ha) and also the highest projected annual biomass and roundwood potential (7,632,987 odt and 26,752,819 m³ (sub), respectively) despite the lowest levels of growing stock. Counties in Central Sweden (Svealand) have the least projected annual amount of biomass and roundwood potential amounting to 4,561,890 odt for biomass and 18,935,733 m³ (sub) for roundwood. Jämtland in North Sweden is the county with the highest projected annual biomass potential equalling 1,796,232 odt. The highest projected annual potential of pulpwood at 3,014,604 m³ (sub) is in another county in the north, Västernorrland. However, the highest projected annual sawlog potential of 3,414,700 m³ (sub) is to be found in the southern county of Västra Götaland.

The four mills together consume 48% of the potential nationwide pulpwood availability for the period 2035–2039 (Table 2). According to our calculations based on the projected annual projected pulpwood potentials, in 2035–2039 only 11–16% of needed pulpwood demand can be procured within a 50 km radius from these pulp mills (Table 2). SCA Östrand pulp mill can procure the most pulpwood (16% of its demand) among all four pulp mills that were included in this analysis; however, on average pulp mills can procure 13% of their pulpwood demand within a 50 km radius. Within a procurement distance of 100 km radius, the pulp mills in the South of Sweden can procure 51% of their annual pulpwood demand while pulp mills in the North can procure 49%. The difference of available pulpwood volume becomes even wider between South and North with procurement areas of 200 km radius. Within 200 km procurement area, all pulp mills can cover their pulpwood demand by 157–178%. However, at such a long transport distance the procurement areas between all four pulp mills overlap making them partially compete for the same resource (Fig. 1). And also, due to the competition from other smaller market players within the procurement area, technically available volumes will be even lower, especially with increasing transport distances.

Pulpwood demand can only be satisfied by 16–36% compared to the potential pulpwood availability within county borders where pulp mills are located. Södra Cell Värö has the least available pulpwood of 539,846 m³/a in Halland county where it is located (Table 1). Interestingly Västernorrland county holds 30% of pulpwood demand from the two pulp mills in northern Sweden. According to Table 2, a pulpwood potential from the county of Halland and two surrounding counties of Skåne and Västra Götaland have to be harvested to cover 100% pulpwood demand from Södra Cell Värö. To satisfy pulpwood demand from Södra Cell Mönsterås, an additional pulpwood resource would be needed from counties of Östergötland and Jönköping. In the North, to guarantee unin-
Table 1: Available biomass from five forest assortments in 21 counties of Sweden for 2035–2039

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Administrative borders</th>
<th>Southern Sweden (Götaland)</th>
<th>Central Sweden (Svealand)</th>
<th>Northern Sweden (Norrland)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Branches</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Productive forest land ha</strong></td>
<td>626,000</td>
<td>703,000</td>
<td>733,000</td>
<td>2,313,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sumps</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Available biomass from five forest assortments</strong></td>
<td>288,000</td>
<td>490,000</td>
<td>2,126,000</td>
<td>3,494,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bark</strong></td>
<td>3,544,000</td>
<td>2,178,000</td>
<td>1,565,000</td>
<td>7,287,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>3,832,000</td>
<td>2,675,000</td>
<td>2,731,000</td>
<td>9,238,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Symbols refer to: sub – solid under bark, odt – oven dry tonn.
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interrupted pulpwood supply to the two pulp mills in Västernorrland, an additional pulpwood volume should be taken from nearby counties of Jämtland and Västerbotten (Table 1).

The total amount of logging residue biomass available within 75 km from the three lignin oil refineries is slightly over 300 ktonne odt (Table 3). The most logging residue biomass is available for the biorefinery in the central part of Sweden (176,769 ktonne odt) and the least amount is available in the northern part of Umeå (98,020 ktonne odt). The three biorefineries can source from 14 to 28% (14%, 28% and 19%) of logging residue biomass compared to total available biomass only from branches and bark in corresponding counties (Table 1), where all three facilities are located.

### 4. Discussion

Lundmark et al. (2015) presented the projected availability of roundwood, harvesting residues and stumps in raster maps in Sweden for the period 2010–2069 based on the NFSA08 projections. In that paper, the projected volumes in each county were aggregated to 27.75x27.75 km grid cells. The method gave a reasonable accuracy of estimated biomass within county borders but no consideration was taken on the current biomass load in each grid cell. That method is improved in this paper by assigning forest projection data to each grid cell according to the amount of forest biomass each grid cell contains related to the current total amount of biomass in the county.

Issues with distribution of biomass estimates were noticed in Anttila et al. (2018) and Nivala et al. (2016). In these works, removing NFI plots with environmental restrictions possibly led to uneven distribution of available biomass. In the present paper, only the theoretical maximum potential of the studied assortments is presented. The user of the raster maps is warned that it is not possible to procure the total of the theoretical potential of branches and stumps and that 40% of the projected potential should be left in the forest (Athanassiadis and Nordfjell 2017).

Anttila et al. (2018) have used similar approach to this study to distributing inventory data over a larger grid area. However, there are differences between Anttila et al. (2018) and the present study on how nature protected areas were removed. While the method used in this paper removes the areas with nature protected areas at the end of data processing using ArcGIS, Anttila et al. (2018) used a series of calculations and assumptions before projecting data on the raster grid.

Spatial analysis is scale-dependant and PC computing speed is dependent on the amount of data it has to process. While we have not experienced computing speed problems when working with vector files, high resolution raster files (12.5x12.5 m) take substantially longer to compute compared with 1x1 km raster grid. Similarly to Anttila et al. (2018), who increased their raster grid resolution to 1x1 km from the 1 ha resolution in Nivala et al. (2016) study, our study...
also found that 1x1 km resolutions were a good compromise between good regional results on biomass estimates and computing speed.

The fact that there is such a small discrepancy between projected potentials and current harvesting levels can be mainly explained by the very high present harvesting intensity and a short period of time between the present and the projection time. According to the NFSA15 (Claesson et al. 2015) in the BAU scenario, the projected harvested potentials increase from 90.8 to 119.6 m$^3$ at the end of the 100-year period. Growth increases due to genetically improved planting stock, which will happen with every future rotation cycle of forest stands.

Currently, one of the most expanding areas in the Swedish forest industry is investments in pulp mills and potential biorefinery integration in their surroundings. When comparing the maximum annual available pulpwod volumes (30.7 Mm$^3$ sub) for the period 2035–2039 and the harvested volumes of pulpwood for 2013–2017 (29.5–30.6 Mm$^3$) (Skogsstyrelsen 2019), it can be seen that Swedish forest owners are already harvesting volumes close to those expected in the future estimates. Just four big pulp mills in Sweden are already procuring ca. 49% of the available projected pulpwod potential for the period 2035–2039 and 80% of this potential lies within 200 km radius from the pulp mills. As for pulpwod, a similar trend is observed for sawlogs, where harvested volumes for the period 2013–2017 were 31.7–36.6 Mm$^3$ and our estimate for 2035–2039 is 36.9 Mm$^3$.

The potential for lignin oil-producing biorefineries to source logging residues within 75 km distance is quite limited (14–28%). The pulp mills and biorefineries also need a lot of energy in the form of steam and heat, which they produce themselves by burning bark and other biomass residues and by-products of pulp. This means that biorefineries will directly compete with heat and power plants heating the nearby cities or with the heat and power plants within their own facilities, therefore even further reducing the practically available amount of logging residues for lignin oil production.

Wetterlund et al. (2013) have summarised 14 studies where primary forest harvesting residue potential has been estimated for 2020 in Sweden. The results vary in the wide range from 16 to 81 TWh/a. While this paper includes only branches in the primary harvesting residues, our estimate for the period 2035–2039 is on the lower side at 28 TWh. There have been four studies estimating stump potential in 2010 with the higher estimate being 58 TWh/a and lowest 10 TWh/a. Our estimate for stumps in 2035–2039 is somewhat on the higher end at 42 TWh/a. The results obtained in this study are consistent with results found in the study by Lundmark et al. (2015), whose estimates were also on the lower end for harvesting residues and in mid-range for the stumps.

An important part of the development of the raster maps was to make them available to the stakeholders, i.e. forest owners, forest owners associations, forest companies, authorities, researchers, and the general public. At the homepage of the Natural Resource Institute Finland (LUKE) (https://forest-energy-atlas.luke.fi/) the Forest Energy Atlas tool has been developed that allows one to look at and work with, free of charge, raster maps developed in Sweden, Finland, Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania. The tool gives the possibility to the user to easily access and estimate the available amount of timber or biomass in the region of interest by using three regional selection tools.

5. Conclusions

In this study a method to project available biomass and roundwood potentials in the future were developed. The method used high quality forest inventory data and countrywide future biomass projection analyses in combination with GIS analysis. The method was applied for the period of 2035–2039; however it can applied to any time period up to 100 years in the future. The obtained results are integrated in the interactive web-based maps for use of different stakeholder groups to support policy making and investment decisions.

Results for the studied time period show that more biomass and roundwood will be available for procurement in Northern and Southern Sweden. However, this could bring imbalance in supply and demand, especially for energy assortments, as traditionally biomass for energy demand is higher in the Central and Southern Sweden. Also, with continuing investments in bio-refineries, pulp mills and sawmills, as well as the forest and energy industry should not expect significant increases in available biomass raw materials in the next 20 years. Therefore any further procurement volumes have to come from efficiency improvements within existing supply chains.

It is concluded that future development of the online tool needs to account for industrial demand on the country and cross-border regional level for supply and demand estimates in the Baltic Sea region because biomass and timber supply chains are highly interconnected in this region. Indicative results show that further development will be needed in long distance and
high volume supply chains and terminal, as well as log-yard designs and management, to tackle 200 km and longer transportation distances.

**Nomenclature**

- **a**: unit of time for a year
- **BAU**: business as usual
- **CHP**: combined heat and power
- **GIS**: geographical information systems
- **LUKE**: natural Resource Institute Finland
- **NFI**: national forestry inventory
- **NFSA**: nationwide forestry scenario analysis
- **odt**: oven dry tonne
- **$P_{ai}$**: biomass potential in grid cell $i$ in county $a$
- **sub**: solid under bark
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